
Direct object pronouns 
 
A PRONOUN s a word which replaces a NOUN.  For example instead of saying 
THE BOOK, we could say IT. 
 
e.g. I watch the film  →    I watch it 
 We see our friends  →   We see them 
 
In these cases the film is the direct object of the verb watch and the friends are the 
object of the verb see. So it and them are called direct object pronouns. 
 
 
In French when the pronoun is the direct object of a verb we have to use LE, LA or 
LES.  In other words, to say IT, HIM, HER or THEM we use LE, LA or LES. It 
makes no difference if you are talking about things or people. 
 
The BIG difference compared to English is that the direct object pronouns come 
BEFORE the verb. This is what makes them a bit tricky! 
 
It’s as if you were saying in English I it watch or We them see! 
 
 
Exemples 
 
Je regarde le film   →  Je le regarde (= I watch it) 
Tu vois ma mère  → Tu la vois (= You see her) 
Il lave les fenêtres  →  Il les lave (= He washes them) 
 
Watch out for vowels ! Before a verb beginning with a vowel the le and la become 
just l’. This is because it would be awkward to pronounce them without the 
apostrophe. 
 
Tu écoutes le prof  →  Tu l’écoutes 
J’adore la bière → Je l’adore 
 
 With plural pronouns this is not a problem. 
 
J’aime les oignons → Je les aime. 
 
 
 
Indirect object pronouns 
These replace the indirect object in a sentence.  The indirect object is often, but not 
always, preceded by “to”: 
 
She gives the book to the pupil   The pupil is the indirect object in 
She gives the pupil the book  each sentence 
 
 



The Indirect object pronouns in French are: 
lui  = to him/to her 
leur  = to them 
 
Le prof lui donne le livre   -> the teacher gives him/her the book 
Le médecin leur a demandé d’entrer -> the doctor asked them to go in 
 
Neither lui nor leur can be contracted. 
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